
Why Europe’s rail renaissance risks
running out of steam
On tracks, tickets and even the trains themselves, Europe's
railways are unfit for the climate fight.
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BERLIN — For a cautionary reminder of what happened the last time Europe’s railways

tried to team up to take on airlines look no further than the burgundy and beige relics of

the Trans-Europe Express.

Today, the few remaining carriage sets of a once sprawling West European network of first

class-only international trains are largely confined to railway museums. In its prime, the

Trans-Europe Express brand inspired a Kraftwerk album, with its promise of a rail

rendezvous on the Champs-Élysées and a late-night café in Vienna, but it was phased out

in the 1980s as business travelers took to the skies.

https://www.dbmuseum.de/museum_de/aktuelles/blog_struktur/201705_Blog-2599214
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Now there’s a political campaign to bring it back.

“We want to contribute to connecting European metropolises even better with rail,”

Germany’s Transport Minister Andreas Scheuer said on Monday. “For many, the Trans-

Europe Express is still known from the past for high-quality international trains through

Western Europe [and] we are picking up the name again now.”

The idea plugs into the EU’s Green Deal commitment to become climate neutral by 2050, a

goal that’s impossible to achieve unless a lot of traffic shifts from road to rail.

The EU is on track to miss its self-imposed target of completing all the strategic

corridors of transport infrastructure by 2030

But there are big obstacles to making Scheuer’s dream come true — prolonged

underinvestment in Europe’s railways, a creaking fleet of old train carriages, the railway

sector’s own failure to keep pace with airline competition when it comes to easy ticketing

platforms, and what some parts of the industry complain is a focus on big state-owned rail

operators.

Back in the 1950s, the Trans-Europe Express model relied on a network of national

monopolies cooperating on cross-border routes. So to get it back on track, the Germans

want to launch a new company as a “symbol of European cooperation” overseen by

Deutsche Bahn, alongside France’s SNCF and potentially others once part of the original

project such as Dutch railway NS, Austria’s ÖBB and Switzerland’s SBB.
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Scheuer’s plan doesn’t mention any of the new smaller railway companies trying to break

through in a sector dominated by massive state-owned operators.

It’s not just the reliance on old rail company behemoths that sounds old-fashioned.

The strategy involves reviving long-distance international trains that once whizzed

through Europe, harking back to the likes of the Iris, which used to connect Brussels and

Zürich, the Saphir, that linked Ostend to Germany’s industrial Ruhr region, or the iconic

Rheingold which ran from the Hook of Holland all the way down the Rhine River to the Alps

at what were back then record-breaking speeds. The Vindobona, a service through the old

Eastern bloc running under the same burgundy and beige livery, could also return.

It also promises more e"ort to revive night trains, until recently an endangered species in

Europe.

Delayed departure

The first big problem is investment.
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The EU is on track to miss its self-imposed target of completing all the strategic corridors

of transport infrastructure by 2030, with schedules at risk of slipping on key projects such

as Rail Baltica, the Turin-Lyon railway and the Fehmarn Belt fixed link between Denmark

and Germany. Each of those multi-billion-euro projects would better connect EU capitals

and make rapid international trains easier to sell.

Meanwhile, beyond the sleek high-speed TGVs and ICEs much of Europe’s rail rolling stock

is decades old, especially on international routes like Brussels to Luxembourg or the runs

between Berlin and Amsterdam or Warsaw. The carriages used on Europe’s fast-growing

night train routes are also ancient.

Consumers aren’t o"ered an easy solution either. Thousands of platforms exist for

booking a flight, but there is no single portal that can handle rail bookings across the EU’s

27 member countries, putting international rail transport at a further disadvantage to

airlines.
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Beyond the sleek high-speed TGVs and ICEs much of Europe’s rail rolling stock is decades old |

Alexander Hassenstein/Getty Images

“An essential requirement for the Trans-Europe Express is a common digital booking

platform. In the next few years, it must be possible to book all European rail connections in

an app or on a website,” Scheuer said.

The problem is that each operator runs its own back-office ticketing system, said Libor

Lochman, who runs the Community of European Railway and Infrastructure Companies,

the big railway lobby which represents the likes of DB and SNCF in Brussels.

The plan now is to have industry and politicians work on a harmonized booking platform

over the next few months. But better ticketing means big rail operators will have to stop

hoarding real-time service data including on bookings and information on delays —

something they’re reluctant to do despite pressure from new rail entrants.

What’s more, ongoing talks over a reform of EU passenger rights rules won’t address these

issues but it could clarify compensation rights for passengers trying to claim for delays to



part of a journey. The impossibility of booking a single ticket for a multi-leg international

journey today means compensation rights are often valid only for each stage, putting

customers on a risky race to connect trains.

“To be honest, the night train business is not a segment which makes us rich as a

company,” — Andreas Mättha, CEO of ÖBB

“The state incumbents with all their advantages on ticketing platforms and rolling stock

will just say we can do all of this and that will marginalize new players,” said Nick Brooks

who runs Allrail, a Brussels-based lobby group representing new operators and some

ticket vendors.

These complaints have existed for years, but now the politics have changed. The Dutch,

who were behind the launch of the Trans-Europe Express in 1957, convened 24 European

countries to sign a pledge in June that they would address the industry’s problems and

work for better rail links.

The countries agreed trains could take market share from airlines on routes from 300 to

800 kilometers — for example on routes like Madrid to Lisbon, or Berlin to Prague. Today

transport accounts for nearly a third of Europe’s greenhouse gas emissions, and shifting

traffic from cars to trains on relatively close intercity routes would help the bloc further

cut its CO2 output.

Lucky 13

The magic number is 13 hours — the length of an overnight trip that gets a passenger to

their destination in time for a morning co"ee and a meeting.

Services from Paris to Warsaw via Berlin could be done today in 13 hours, Scheuer said, as

could Amsterdam to Rome via Cologne and Frankfurt. Connecting Berlin directly to

Barcelona via Lyon would take the same amount of time, he said.

That timeframe suits ÖBB’s Nightjet. The company’s existing Munich-Rome service —

which bears a passing resemblance to the Trans-Europe Express Mediolanum that once

https://www.permanentrepresentations.nl/documents/publications/2020/06/04/political-statement-for-coalition-of-the-willing-development-international-rail-passenger-transport


linked Germany with Italy — is already one of the central pillars of its growing network and

takes a clean 13 hours.

“Our aim is to build a wide European night train network,” the company’s CEO Andreas

Mättha told POLITICO.

ÖBB’s Munich-Rome Nightjet service is already one of its central pillars | Benoit Doppange/AFP

via Getty Images

To do this, ÖBB is drawing on state subsidies as part of a plan by rich, climate change

conscious countries like Austria, Sweden, Switzerland and the Netherlands to finance

sleepers. The Dutch have already agreed on a deal to fund an ÖBB night train from Vienna

to Amsterdam starting this December, and the Austrian operator this month unveiled

another agreement with Switzerland’s SBB to seek funding for new routes from Zürich to

Barcelona and Rome.

https://www.politico.eu/?p=1272083
https://company.sbb.ch/en/media/media-relations/press-releases/detail.html/2020/9/1509-1


The issue is finding carriages to match an uptick in demand.

“Finding passengers isn’t Nightjet’s current problem; on the contrary, the problem is

finding extra capacity for growing numbers of passengers,” said Mark Smith, who runs the

Man in Seat 61, a popular train travel website.

To head o" the capacity crunch, the Austrian government signed o" on a €500 million

order for new night train rolling stock from Siemens, following up an earlier, smaller deal

that will see new carriages deployed on routes into Italy from 2022. The company is also

spending millions on a new 235-meter maintenance hall in the suburbs of Vienna that will

act as the center of a future night train network running from Hamburg to Rome and from

Paris to Budapest.

Private companies are also getting into the market.

“To be honest, the night train business is not a segment which makes us rich as a

company,” said Mättha of the outlook. “Nevertheless, it is economically feasible.”

Deutsche Bahn says a failure to make its network of sleepers profitable was the reason for

selling o" its sleeper carriages to ÖBB in 2015, a deal that precipitated a slow comeback as

sustainable travel has risen up the policy agenda.

Private companies are also getting into the market.

Next summer, Czech operator RegioJet intends to expand its five-country night train

running from Prague to the Croatian coast, while Flixtrain has mulled o"ering its own

sleepers in France.

https://www.seat61.com/
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Thousands of platforms exist for booking a Qight, but there is no single portal that can handle

rail bookings across the EU’s 27 member countries | John MacDougall/AFP via Getty Images

The Swedish government has pledged to fund a night train to Brussels from 2022, but in

parallel Snälltåget, a private company, is promising to increase its own service next year

on the Stockholm to Berlin route. Snälltåget’s manager Carl Adam Holmberg says

policymakers can do more to help out the industry by reducing track access charges — the

fixed per kilometer fee for using the track — rather than just looking to subsidize routes by

big state players.

But the worry is that Scheuer’s plan will favor the same big state companies that ran the

old Trans-Europe Express and night trains into the ground.

“The Trans-Europe Express didn’t succeed and the night trains flopped because there was

no real incentive to get new customers,” one rail manager said. “I don’t see how the recipes

of the past will save us this time around.”
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